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A TALE OF WINTER 

 

From winter skies snowflakes fall 

Turning everything so bright,  

The fields the hills and all around 

All carpeted in white. 

 

Everything shrouded in winter whiteness 

For as far as the eye can see. 

Apart from robin redbreast 

In the branches of an old yew tree. 

 

By the hedgerow are the footprints left by animals 

Leaving signs of where they have been,  

Icicles hang like crystals from an iron gate 

Typifies the winter scene. 

 

I walk across a frozen field 

That is draped in a pure white sheet,  

And ol jack frost creeps into my boots 

Then nibbles away at my feet. 

 

 



 

WINTER PHOTOS 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



THIS YEAR 

This year we spread our wings and went back out into 

the community. Covid appeared to be on the way out 

and we were all desperate to get back to some sort of 

normality. We enjoyed trips to the Southwold beach 

hut, the Fisher Theatre, Highway Nurseries and the 

Waveney stardust boat to name a few.  Residents were 

able to get out and about in the town and enjoy proper 

visits from friends and loved ones.  We started to 

welcome entertainers back including Elvis, Mavins 

armchair exercises, a Brass band and the Bell Ringers. 

Unfortunately, we had to take a step backwards when 

we had Covid in the home  but we came through it and 

are now looking forward to a Happy New Year. 

We are starting to book trips and entertainment for 

2023 and are hoping for a fun filled year.  

If you have any ideas for things you would like to do or 

places you would like to visit please just let Amanda or 

Kathy know, or any other member of staff who will pass 

the message on. 

     



KING CHARLES 

As you will all be aware we lost our wonderful Queen 

this year and now have a King – King Charles and his 

wife Camilla. 

 
 

The Coronation of Charles III and Camilla  will be  on  

Saturday 6th May 2023.  

Holmwood will celebrate the Coronation along with 

the rest of the country with some special events.  

We will keep you informed of all the events as we plan 

them. 

 

 


